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Abstract
The power exchange mode is widely applied in the rental field as an efficient energy supply method for new
energy vehicles. The power supply-demand relationship analysis swaps. In particular, the quantitative spatial
analysis of sub-regions is of great significance for optimizing the spatial layout of power swapping stations,
better operation of taxis, and more efficient power swapping stations. Therefore, this paper analyzes the
correlation between the ten states of taxis and the corresponding power exchange. The present analysis targets
the limitations in the existing methods to analyze the power exchange supply and demand and utilizing the big
data pertaining to real-time taxi operation, order-taking mode, and station-swapping operation. As per the
correlations, a calculation method is established to determine the power exchange demand based on the location
where the orders are received and the matching method of the power exchange supply and demand. Besides
verifying the scientific nature and feasibility of the method empirically, this study also ensured its great
flexibility, which allows it to adapt to more complicated social scenarios. The big data analysis indicates that
determining the spatial distribution of demand based on the location from where the taxi orders are received is
far more rational and practical. Thus, this study has a vital role in guiding the location and layout of interchange
stations.
Keywords: swap taxi, supply-demand relationship of power swaps, quantitative analysis, spatial layout
optimization
1. Introduction
The transportation sector has a significant influence on the plans to achieve carbon neutrality. The promotion and
application of electric vehicles have been identified as an effective means to achieve this goal. As a fundamental
energy replenishment method for automobiles, the battery replacement mode’s superiority has been
demonstrated in various aspects, including highly efficient energy recharge, reduced costs in an initial car
purchase, lesser occupation of land resources, longer battery life, and lesser grid load. Therefore, the evidence
proves the strong applicability of this model in rental and other fields. Operations to explore the power swapping
mode of electric taxis are already underway in large cities such as Beijing and Xiamen.
Existing literature on the supply-demand relationship of battery replacement emphasizes the theoretical
discussion regarding charging and switching modes and spatial layout (He et al., 2021). Moreover, some studies
that explore the benefits and costs of the supply-demand relationship of battery exchange adopt a traditional
classic model or the improved classic model (Zhou et al., 2013). Regardless, existing studies have the following
shortcomings. Firstly, most studies are limited to theoretical results and lack supporting empirical evidence,
leading to weaker policy guidance in the analysis of the supply and demand relationship of battery replacement
and the optimization of the spatial layout of the battery exchange. Secondly, the existing forecasting models
deviate from social reality. Consequently, it is impossible to form an effective spatial layout of the battery
replacement supply and demand. For instance, the vehicle scale prediction based on the Bass model does
consider the reality that the rental field is franchised by the government, which results in a low correlation
between the total scale of taxis and the replacement of petrol-engine vehicles with new energy vehicles (NEVs).
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Furthermore, since this model does not consider factors such as the traffic conditions, construction costs, and
regional requirements of the existing parking lot for the construction of the power station, precise site selection
or layout optimization based on the cuckoo algorithm or particle swarm algorithm is not achievable.
This research aims to explore the association between supply and demand of car rental and battery swapping
based on the big data analysis of taxi operation and power recharging stations. In particular, this study prioritizes
three research tasks. The first clarifies the behavioral characteristics of taxi operation and power swapping and
determining the general method of quantitative matching of power swap supply and demand. Secondly, this
study defines the reasonable range of power swap services and determines the calculation method of battery
replacement demand based on the number of orders in one demarcated area. Thirdly, this study uses Beijing as a
case to verify the feasibility and practicability of the matching method of battery replacement supply and
demand according to the development of taxi battery exchange. The contributions of this paper are twofold. First,
besides the theoretical analysis, this study also employs empirical data to verify the theoretical discussions and
models. Therefore, the research conclusions are practically applicable in various social situations. Second, the
proposed model has strong flexibility. So, it can adapt to more social realities, and it can accurately determine the
scope of reasonable power swapping services to establish the accurate location of taxi swap stations.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the literature review. Section 3 presents
the methodology, including case, data, and method. The data basis of this paper is clarified through the
introduction of data sources. Next, the fundamental issues in big data analysis methods are analyzed, which
defines the association between taxi operating status and power replacement demand and determines the
quantitative analysis method of power replacement supply and demand relationship. The fourth section analyses
the results. Lastly, the fifth section presents the conclusions, and here, Beijing’s strategy for battery replacement
station construction from 2021−2035 is discussed, and the primary contributions and limitations of this research
are summarized.
2. Literature Review
In general, the charging and swapping modes of electric vehicles are classified under ordinary charging and
swapping, namely full-vehicle charging modes and “centralized charging + swapping” modes. Nonetheless, the
fast-charging mode shortens the battery life of electric vehicles. The battery fails to guarantee sufficient
operating frequency of taxis and buses. Moreover, a full-vehicle charging mode can generate significant
harmonics, which harms the urban public grid and other users. Therefore, the “centralized charging +
replacement” model is more practical.
Studies investigating the spatial location for battery changing stations have not explored the supply-demand
association. The mainstream methods are based on geographic information distribution, graph theory, etc. These
methods aim to select the site that can provide the most services. Specifically, the existing research methods
primarily entail mathematical evaluation, prediction models, and geographic information optimization models.
The mathematical evaluation prediction model evaluates all candidate stations to select the site with the least
cost. For instance, Gan et al. (2019) determined the capacity planning of a charging station with the goal of
minimizing the annual construction and operation cost under the “centralized charging + replacement” model. It
was concluded that the centralized charging station should be established in the transportation network and the
power network, and that the model solution should aim to minimize construction and power line costs to
determine the site and capacity of the charging stations. Moreover, Fachrizal et al. (2020) established a two-tier
model that considered the construction and operation costs of electric vehicle battery charging stations and the
effects of peak-shaving and valley-filling under the “centralized charging + replacement” mode to obtain the
optimal planning of the location of centralized charging stations. Furthermore, Wang et al. (2015) proposed a
charging and swapping network model based on centralized “charging stations + swapping” stations. This model
aims to achieve the shortest total weighted distance between battery swapping stations and the lowest cost of
construction, operation, and maintenance of charging and swapping facilities. Upon considering all the
above-mentioned factors, the location of the battery replacement stations is determined. The chosen optimal
location should ensure that the construction, operation, and maintenance costs of the charging station are
minimized under the premise of covering all the needs of the replacement stations. The minimum sum of
network loss, construction cost, and operating cost is used as the objective function to determine the optimal sites
of switching stations (Ziari et al., 2012). Existing literature on the supply-demand relationship is based on
geographic information distribution, graph theory, and other methods to select the site that offers the most
services.
From the users’ perspective, Ziari et al. (2012) described the driving strategy adopted by these users according to
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different battery SOC. The authors studied the impact of location and quantity of electric vehicle swapping
stations on electric vehicle driving distance in three regions across Australia. Accordingly, when the number of
battery recharging stations exceeded 40, the increase in swap stations did not increase the number of kilometers
electric vehicles serve. Gan et al. (2019) aimed to minimize the distance between the charging station and the
locations where vehicles lack power. The author used the Voronoi diagram to divide the area and optimize the
station located in each block before employing the clustering method to adjust the site until a more suitable
charging station site is selected. Yang’s solution is fundamentally founded upon the idea of a two-stage integer
programming model based on scenarios. Using the charging demand data of electric taxis, an electric taxi
charging station location model was developed in combination with the power state and space-time network. The
model was improved further using the Benders algorithm to select the best location. Ultimately, a scenario-based
two-stage integer planning location model for electric taxi charging stations was established. A
multi-dimensional power state in a spatial-temporal network is used to define the entire charging demand process.
The application of the Benders algorithm to solve the multi-scenario-based location model is also extended. In
general, most of the work is limited to simulation or theoretical level and is not realistic.
3. Methodology
3.1 Study Area
Since July 2019, Beijing municipality began promoting battery swapping taxis through charging and swapping
compatible models. The primary form of energy supply is swapping batteries with a minority of vehicles that can
be charged under certain special circumstances. By late 2020, the renewed and newly added taxis with
compatible charging and swapping modes in Beijing reached 10,500 accumulatively. Moreover, a total of 143
battery swap stations have been constructed, and these adopt the mode of on-site charging and swapping. These
figures indicate that Beijing is a typical case in battery recharging stations. Also, charging-swapping-integrated
vehicles have been central in the application. Table 1 shows the technical parameters of the vehicle. In this city, a
total of 143 replacement stations, including 3.0, 3.0+, and 4.0 models have been established. Table 2 shows the
technical parameters.
Table 1. Main technical parameters of the Battery Changing Vehicle
Model
Driving range of pure battery energy under working condition method (km)
Vehicle charge (kwh)
Mass and energy density of power battery system (Wh/kg)
Mass of the whole vehicle (kg)
Power consumption per hundred kilometer under working conditions (kwh)

Battery Changing Version EU300
321
47.6
146.5
1593
15.1

Table 2. Main technical parameters of the Battery Recharging Station
Model of the Battery Recharging Station
Number of battery charging bays
Operation time of switching a battery
Battery replacement time
Number of vehicles Served
Charging time
Equipment area
Power demand
Charger power/load current
Number of stations

V3.0
28
90s
5min
288/24h
140min
133～200 ㎡
560KVA
20kw
84

V3.0+
28
90s
3.5min
420/24h
96min
133～200 ㎡
960KVA
40kw
47

V4.0
60
20s
1.5min
960/24h
96min
175 ㎡
2000KVA
40kw
12

3.2 Data
Real-time GPS data of taxi operation in Beijing (positioning per 30 seconds), the operational data of Beijing taxi
orders, and the operational data of battery replacement stations in Beijing are the main data sources. The main
data fields are shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The three types of data can be correlated and analyzed
through the plate number.
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Table 3. Main parameters of GPS data for real-time operation of taxis in Beijing
Field
Plate number
Receiving time
Starting time
Total mileage
Real-time vehicle Speed
Longitude
Latitude
Soc (Battery Electric Vehicle Only)

Data types
Varchar2
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Number

Samples
Jing-BD16009
2020-02-10 23:21:28
2020-02-10 23:16:17
46407.0
44.49
116.41791775142933
40.003528023413075
50

Table 4. Main parameters of Beijing taxi order operation data
Field
Order number
Plate number
Date
Period
Waiting time
Milage
Unit price
Amount

Data type
Varchar2
Varchar2
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Number

Samples
11100198100207011179
Beijing BD16009
2020-11-13
14:36-14:52
00:02:41
9.3
2.3
29.1

Table 5. Main parameters of the operation data of the battery replacement stations in Beijing
Field
Order number
Transaction completion Date
Transaction completion Time
Card number
Plate number
Battery recharging station Name
Last ODO
This ODO
Driven distance
Payment amount

Data Type
Varchar2
Data
Data
Data
Varchar2
Varchar2
Number
Number
Number
Number

Samples
0010000164202011132359462
2020/11/13
23:59:46
0010000164
BeiingBD16009
Da Xing Xing Yi Xing D Station
315
477
162
56.7

3.3 Method
3.3.1 Analysis on the Method of Determining the Demand of Battery Exchange
Electrical taxis avoid accepting orders to remote suburbs with inadequate battery replacement stations, especially
when the electricity is less than 50%. However, petrol-engine taxis do not face such limitations. Existing battery
replacement supply and demand analysis that employs big data primarily draw on the data of charging pile
orders. The supply-demand analysis depends on the data of battery replacement station exchange orders. Since
the construction cost of the replacement station is much higher than that of charging piles, and since it is
concurrently restricted by numerous factors such as electricity, land, and transportation, the overall number of
stations with less flexibility is much lower than charging piles. Besides, the analysis method of order data is not
highly generalizable. The number of power replacement orders can mirror the spatial distribution of power
replacement demand to a certain extent. However, it cannot help guide the site selection and layout of the battery
replacement station. The underlying reason is that the quantity of power replacement service orders is highly
correlated with the current service capacity and utilization rate of the station. In general, areas that have no
power recharging stations have a greater need for stations, yet, it cannot be reflected in the supply-demand
relationship. The battery replacement demand through the tension of the supply and demand relationship cannot
reflect the actual battery exchange demand. For example, if a large area with a high demand for battery
replacement has only one battery replacement station, then the utilization of this battery replacement station is
saturated, it can only be stated that there is a demand for new stations in this area. In such a case, there would be
little understanding regarding the location to construct the station. Therefore, this method is not practically
helpful in site and layout selection. To accurately analyze the demand for battery replacement, the analysis
should begin from the status of taxi operation and parking. Details are given in Table 6.
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Table 6. Analysis of taxi status
Status
serial
number
1

Vehicle Status

Operating

Driving

2
3

Parking
Order-seeking

4

5

Booking

Driving
Parking

Battery
changing

Driving

8
9

Driving
Parking

6
7

Status Description

Parking
Non-operating

10

Driving
Parking

The status of driving when transporting
passengers from the origin to the
destination
The status of parking and waiting due to
traffic congestion, red lights, etc.
The status of driving when cruising the car
in order to obtain an order
The status of being parked and waiting at a
place in order to get an order or to take a
break
The status of having obtained a reservation
order to go to the named place
The status of having arrived at the
departure point to wait for passengers
The status of waiting in line for the battery
replacement in the power exchange station
The status of parking at the operating floor
during the changeover process
The status of driving during off work time
or shift changeover
The status of parking during non-operating
hours

Is the status
identifiable?

Whether there is a
need for battery
replacement
Yes

Whether to
replace the
battery or not?
No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

—

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

There are 10 states of taxis, except state 10, all others have battery replacement demands. According to the
questionnaire on the willingness to exchange battery of 1,000 taxi drivers, 73% of them are habituated to
changing the battery whenever it runs out. A more reasonable layout of the swap station results in shorter
scheduling and queueing time for the swap, and the remaining power is sufficient to accept long-distance orders,
this ratio could be further increased. Since the battery replacement during the service process greatly reduces the
service level of the taxi, the taxi can be recharged only in state 3, state 4, state 7, and state 9. However, based on
the existing data, only state 1, state 2, and state 8 are identifiable. So, it is difficult to accurately calculate the
power change demand. Overall, status 7 and the current distribution of power swap stations indicate a strong
correlation, which primarily reflects the supply and demand relationship of power swap, meanwhile, the
correlation between status 9 and home charging is stronger. Therefore, power swap demand analysis should
focus on the characteristics of status 3 and 4. Based on the analysis of taxi status, this study has determined four
clues for the spatial distribution of battery replacement demand, as shown in Table 7. Generally, the initial
position of the driving state is where the order is received, unless the taxi is in the operational state. The taxi will
be as close as possible to the hot area of the order position to accept more orders and higher revenue. Besides,
both the order-seeking driving state and the order-seeking parking state relate highly to the order position.
Therefore, after comparative analysis, it is determined that using clue one is the most reasonable option to
determine the spatial distribution of battery replacement demand.
Table 7. Main clues for calculation of battery replacement demand
Main clues
Clue description

Correlation with
taxi status
Workload of data
analysis

Clue one
Spatial distribution data based
on locations where orders are
received
Can indirectly reflect the
comprehensive characteristics
of state 3 and state 4
moderate

Clue two
Spatial distribution data
based on locations where
passengers get off
Cannot distinguish status 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 9
Moderate
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Clue three
Spatial distribution
data based on all GPS
positions of taxis
Cannot distinguish
states other than state
10
Heavy

Clue four
Spatial distribution data based
on the parking position of the
taxi for a certain period
Cannot reflect status 3, cannot
distinguish status 2, 4, 6
Heavy
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3.3.2 Matcching Method Analysis
A
of the Power Exchaange Supply annd Demand
Unlike priivate cars, taxiis, as operatinng vehicles, shhould have quiick access to aan energy suppply through power
exchange to improve opperational effiiciency. The comprehensivee energy supplly efficiency oof power exch
hange
service deepends on the power exchannge rate and tthe distance between taxis aand the nearesst power exch
hange
station. Thherefore, taxis are expected to obtain the power exchannge service in the nearest arreas. The necessary
infrastructture for powerr swapping staations must havve advanced aand forward-loooking planninng and constru
uction
to promotee electric taxis. Given the opperation of the power station,, if the service scope of the ppower station is
i too
small, the power changinng station’s serrvice capacity cannot be utillized effectivelly. Under suchh circumstances, the
profits cannnot cover thee construction and operationnal costs. Theerefore, the coonstruction andd operation pa
arties
expect eacch power statiion to providee services for more vehiclees to enhance operational bbenefits. Overa
all, a
holistic appproach is neeeded to reconssider the com
mprehensive opperational needds for taxis aand power stattions.
Besides, too reasonably determine
d
the sscope of powerr exchange serrvice, numerouus other condittions should also be
consideredd, such as the urban roadd network dennsity, traffic fflow, parking density, landd cost, and power
conditionss.
The rasteriized analysis is
i a conventionnal spatial anaalysis method, it contains addvantages suchh as clear boun
ndary,
easy calcuulation, and fuull domain cooverage compared with thee coverage anaalysis methodds, including circle
c
coverage. Approximatelly determiningg the association between suupply and dem
mand and reseerving a reason
nable
space for the location of the exchannge stations ccan reduce thhe amount of data calculatiions. As such
h, the
rasterizatioon method proovides a reasonnable approxim
mation of the sservice range oof the exchangge stations. Another
assumptionn is that the exchange
e
station in a certainn raster only provides serviice to the cabs in that particular
raster. Morreover, the cabbs with the dem
mand for electtricity exchangge in a certain raster only geets service from
m the
raster it is in.
Cj—Desiggned service caapacity of the j-type exchangge station
Fi—Averaage daily numbber of orders reeceived by cabbs in the i-th grrid
FA—Averaage daily numbber of orders rreceived by all cabs
EA—The aaverage numbeer of daily exchhanges of all ccabs
Qij—The ccurrent numberr of j-type pow
wer exchange sstations in the i-th grid
DSi—The demand differrence of the nuumber of poweer exchange in the i-th grid
DS

F

∑

C

Q

(1)

Since the ccab industry iss government-licensed, the sscale of vehicles is limited too some extent.. More specific
cally,
vehicles aare mainly repplaced by petrrol-engine cabbs. To exploree the supply aand demand oof power exch
hange
stations, itt is important to
t consider thee operational chharacteristics oof fuel cabs too avoid carryinng excessive im
mpact
on the norm
mal operation of cabs due too the supply off power exchannge services.

Figurre 1. The matchhing method oof the power exxchange supplyy and demand
4. Results
Based on the big data annalysis of the regular powerr exchange opperation, this study collectedd the data of power
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exchange stations from August
A
17th, tto August 23rdd in the summeer and from 233rd Novemberr to 29th November
in the winter of 2020. Itt was found thhat the averagee daily numberr of power excchange of eachh cab in winterr was
2.3 times, while in summ
mer it was 1.8 times, indicatiing obvious seeasonality. Dettails are given in Figures 1 and 2.
To ensure that cabs can get
g qualified seervice of poweer exchange, thhis study utilizzes the data of power exchan
nge in
winter for detailed analyysis. The averaage daily num
mber of order ppickups for pow
wer exchange cabs and fuel cabs
from Noveember 23rd too 29th, in 20200 is 11.4 times and 11.7 tim
mes, respectiveely. In calculatting the number of
order pickkups for powerr exchange cabbs, the converssion factor of the number off received ordeers and the number
of power eexchanges = avverage daily nuumber of order pickups/averrage daily num
mber of power exchanges. Fig
gures
4 and 5 shhow the spatiaal distribution oof receiving orders in some typical periodds for both pow
wer-exchange cabs
and fuel caabs, where thee sides of the ggrid are 1km annd the values iin the grid dennote the numbeer of pickups in the
grid.
Based on the calculatioon of reasonaable cab operaation service level and pow
wer exchange station opera
ation,
combined with Beijing’’s road networrk structure, trraffic congestiion, public paarking lot distrribution, and other
factors, thee contribution to match the rreasonable gridd side length iss 5 km. Underr the relevant ppolicy requirem
ments,
from 20211 to 2025, fueel cabs in Beij
ijing will be uupdated to purre electric cabbs and charginng and exchan
nging
models, annd power exchhanges will beccome mainstreeam. By 2025, the number of electric replaacement vehicles is
estimated to reach 62,0000, and the ddemand for ellectric replaceement in winteer is expectedd to reach 143
3,000
times/day. The spatial diistribution of tthe demand for electric replaacement in 20225 shown in F
Figure 8 is obta
ained
by consideering the spatiial distributionn in the averagge daily numbber of orders rreceived by ellectric replacement
cabs and fu
fuel cabs from November 13tth, 2020 to Noovember 26th, 2020 as the weeighting factorr.

0 to
Figure 22. Distribution of the averagee daily numberr of power exchhanges of cabss from 23rd Noovember, 2020
29th N
November, 20220

Figure 33. Distributionn of the averagge daily numbeer of power excchange cabs frrom 17th Auguust, 2020 to 23rd
Auugust, 2020
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F
Figure 4. Distriibution of the sspace of the coonnection unit of the cab excchange 11.26.77 - 11.26.9

Figuree 5. Fuel cabs 111.26.7 -11.26.9 Pickup unitt placement spaace distributionn

Figure 6. Switching
S
cab 11.26.17-11.226.19 pick-up uunit placementt space distribuution
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Figure 7. Fuel cab 111.26.17-11.26.19 pickup unitt placement sppace distributioon

mand (numberr of times) in 22025
Figure 8. Spatial distribbution of power exchange dem
Accordingg to the servicee capacity and weighting ratiio of the existiing V3.0, V3.00+, and V4.0, tthe average service
capacity oof the exchangge station is ddetermined to be 388 times//day. Figure 9 is the outputt from the dem
mand
supply diffference analyssis. From 20211 to 2025, the exchange stattion constructiion gap is prim
marily concenttrated
in the nortthwestern areaa of the centraal city, with thhe largest gap between the W
West Second R
Ring Road and the
West Fourrth Ring Road,, while the Xiccheng District,, the southern part of Haidiaan District, a laarge gap still exists
e
in the Olym
mpic Park areaa, and these areas should be focused in thee next construcction phase.

Figurre 9. Spatial diistribution of thhe gap in the nnumber of swaapping stations
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4. Conclusion
This paper analyzes the problems of overly theoretical, imprecise and inaccurate demand quantification in the
current analysis of power exchange supply-demand relationship, relying on the real-time GPS of Beijing, the
number of received orders and power exchange operation. It proposes the idea and method of calculating the
spatial distribution of power exchange demand based on the spatial distribution data of the location of order
receiving moments. At the same time, a raster analysis method is used to determine the reasonable service area
of power exchange stations and use it as a unit of analysis to realize the quantitative analysis of power exchange
supply and demand relationship. Finally, the paper demonstrates the feasibility of the method through the
example analysis of Beijing, and proposes the key areas for the construction of power exchange stations in
Beijing from 2021 to 2025, and quantifies the demand for the number of stations. This research can help to
implement to make policies of balancing the demand and supply of the charging stations of new energy vehicles.
In order to realize the quantitative matching of the power exchange supply and demand relationship, this paper
simplifies the consideration of the overall development trend of the cab industry, the charging demand of power
exchange cabs, the peak and valley time characteristics of power exchange, and the cost economy of power
exchange, so there is still broad room for improvement. It will also be a key direction of the next research.
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